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Abstract

This paper identifies connections between predictive coding, from theoretical neuroscience,
and variational autoencoders, from machine learning. These connections imply striking corre-
spondences for biological neural circuits, suggesting that pyramidal dendrites are functionally
analogous to non-linear deep networks and lateral inhibition is functionally analogous to normal-
izing flows. Connecting these areas provides new directions for further investigations.

1 Introduction

1.1 Cybernetics

Machine learning and theoretical neuroscience once overlapped under the field of cybernetics [Wiener,
1948, Ashby, 1956]. Within this field, perception and control, both in biological and non-biological
systems, were formulated in terms of negative feedback and feedforward processes. Briefly, negative
feedback attempts to minimize error signals by feed ing the errors back into the system, whereas
feedforward processing attempts to preemptively reduce error through prediction. At the heart of
its formulation, cybernetics formalized these techniques using probabilistic models, i.e. models that
estimate the likelihood of random outcomes, and variational calculus, a mathematical technique
for estimating functions, particularly probability distributions [Wiener, 1948]. These techniques
resulted in the first computational models of neuron function [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943], a formal
definition of information [Wiener, 1942, Shannon, 1948] (with connections to neural systems [Barlow,
1961]), and algorithms for negative feedback perception and control [MacKay, 1956, Kalman, 1960].
However, the field of cybernetics ultimately disbanded, with the new mathematical techniques and
ideas surviving in the offshoots of theoretical neuroscience, machine learning, control theory, etc.

1.2 Neuroscience & Machine Learning: Convergence & Divergence

A renewed dialogue between neuroscience and machine learning formed in the 1980s–1990s. Neurosci-
entists, bolstered by new physiological and functional analyses, began making traction in studying
neural systems in probabilistic and information theoretic terms [Laughlin, 1981, Srinivasan et al., 1982,
Barlow, 1989, Bialek et al., 1991]. In machine learning, improvements in probabilistic modeling [Pearl,
1986] and artificial neural networks [Rumelhart et al., 1986] combined with ideas from statistical
mechanics [Hopfield, 1982, Ackley et al., 1985] to yield new classes of models and training techniques.
This convergence of ideas, primarily centered around perception, resulted in new theories of neural
processing and improvements in their mathematical underpinnings.

In particular, the notion of predictive coding emerged within neuroscience [Srinivasan et al., 1982,
Rao and Ballard, 1999]. In its most general form, predictive coding postulates that neural circuits are
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Figure 1: Conceptual Evolution. Concepts emphasized by cybernetics (top left) influenced the
areas that ultimately became theoretical neuroscience and machine learning. Despite branching into
separate areas, there are shared mathematical concepts between these areas (orange dashed lines).
This paper explores the connections between predictive coding, from theoretical neuroscience, and
variational autoencoders, from machine learning.

fundamentally engaged in estimating probabilistic models of other neural activity and the surrounding
environment, with feedback and feedforward processes playing a central role. These models were
initially formulated in early sensory areas, e.g. retina [Srinivasan et al., 1982] and thalamus [Dong
and Atick, 1995], using feedforward processes to predict future neural activity. Similar notions were
also extended to higher-level sensory processing in neocortex. In a series of papers by David Mumford
[Mumford, 1991, 1992], top-down neural projections (from higher-level to lower-level sensory areas)
were hypothesized to convey hierarchical sensory predictions, whereas bottom-up neural projections
were hypothesized to convey prediction errors. Through a negative feedback process, these errors
would then update state estimates. These ideas were formalized and analyzed by Rao and Ballard
[1999], formulating a simplified artificial neural network model of images, reminiscent of a Kalman
filter [Kalman, 1960].

Feedback and feedforward processes also featured prominently in machine learning. Indeed, the
primary training algorithm for artificial neural networks, backpropagation [Rumelhart et al., 1986],
literally feeds (propagates) the output prediction errors back through the network, i.e. negative
feedback. During this period, the technique of variational inference was rediscovered within machine
learning [Hinton and Van Camp, 1993, Neal and Hinton, 1998], recasting probabilistic inference using
variational calculus. This technique proved essential in formulating the Helmholtz machine [Dayan
et al., 1995, Dayan and Hinton, 1996], a hierarchical probabilistic model parameterized by artificial
neural networks. Similar advances were made in autoregressive probabilistic models [Frey et al., 1996,
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Bengio and Bengio, 2000], using artificial neural networks to form sequential feedforward predictions,
as well as new classes of invertible probabilistic models [Parra et al., 1995, Deco and Brauer, 1995,
Bell and Sejnowski, 1997]. Unfortunately, as the chill of an “AI winter” arrived in the late 1990s,
progress in these areas slowed.

In neuroscience, these new ideas surrounding variational inference and probabilistic models
influenced predictive coding. This effort was led by Karl Friston, utilizing variational inference
[Friston, 2005] to formulate hierarchical dynamical models of neocortex [Friston, 2008a]. In line with
Mumford’s proposal [Mumford, 1992], these models contain multiple levels of variables, with each
level attempting to predict its future activity (feedforward) as well as the activity at lower levels,
closer to the input data. Through variational inference, prediction errors across levels facilitate
updating higher-level estimates (negative feedback). Such models have incorporated many aspects of
neuroscience, including local learning rules [Friston, 2005] and attention [Spratling, 2008, Feldman
and Friston, 2010, Kanai et al., 2015], and have been coarsely compared with neural circuits [Bastos
et al., 2012, Keller and Mrsic-Flogel, 2018, Walsh et al., 2020]. While predictive coding and other
forms of Bayesian brain theories have become increasingly popular [Doya et al., 2007, Friston, 2009,
Clark, 2013], empirically testing these normative models remains challenging. This is partially due
to the difficulty of distinguishing between the large number of specific design choices and the more
general theoretical claims of probabilistic learning and inference [Gershman, 2019]. Further, because
these models have been limited to simplified implementations, often without learned parameters, it
has been difficult to bridge the gap to the complexity of biological neural systems.

The AI winter thawed in the early 2010s, brought on by advances in parallel computing as well as
standardized datasets [Deng et al., 2009, Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009] and environments [Todorov
et al., 2012, Bellemare et al., 2013]. In this new era of deep learning [LeCun et al., 2015, Schmidhuber,
2015], i.e. artificial neural networks with multiple layers, a flourishing of ideas emerged around
probabilistic modeling. Building off of previous work, more expressive classes of deep hierarchical
[Gregor et al., 2014, Mnih and Gregor, 2014, Kingma and Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014],
autoregressive [Uria et al., 2014, van den Oord et al., 2016b], and invertible [Dinh et al., 2015,
2017] probabilistic models were developed. Of particular importance is a class of models known as
variational autoencoders (VAEs) [Kingma and Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014], which bear a
close resemblance to hierarchical predictive coding models. Unfortunately, despite this similarity,
the machine learning community remains largely oblivious to the progress in predictive coding that
occurred during the AI winter (and vice versa).

1.3 Predictive Coding Meets Deep Learning

This paper aims to help bridge that divide. While the present work provides unique contributions,
many of the insights were inspired by previous works at this intersection. In particular, van den
Broeke [2016] outlines the relationship between hierarchical probabilistic models in predictive coding
and deep learning. Likewise, Lotter et al. [2017] implement basic predictive coding techniques in
deep probabilistic models, later comparing these models with neural phenomena [Lotter et al., 2018].

After establishing several common mathematical concepts (Section 2), we review the basic
formulations of the main areas of predictive coding (Section 3) and variational autoencoders (Section 4).
We then identify connections between these areas through the techniques of iterative amortization
[Marino et al., 2018b] and sequential autoregressive flows [Marino et al., 2020a]. Briefly, iterative
amortization facilitates efficiently updating estimates to minimize prediction errors, i.e. negative
feedback, whereas sequential autoregressive flows provide a feedforward mechanism for improving
predictions across time. By identifying these connections, we arrive at striking new perspectives on
the correspondences between machine learning and neuroscience. In particular, these correspondences
suggest that
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• the dendrites of pyramidal neurons are functionally analogous to deep networks,
questioning fundamental assumptions on the analogy of biological and artificial neurons [Mc-
Culloch and Pitts, 1943] and

• normalization in neural circuits is functionally analogous to normalizing flows
[Rezende and Mohamed, 2015], providing a general mathematical framework for this canonical
neural computation [Carandini and Heeger, 2012].

Like the works of van den Broeke [2016] and Lotter et al. [2017, 2018], we hope that these ideas will
inspire future research in exploring this promising direction, bringing together both fields.

2 Background

This section covers the relevant mathematical topics for this paper. It is self-contained, at the expense
of added length. Readers familiar with maximum likelihood, probabilistic models, and variational
inference may proceed to the following section.

2.1 Maximum Log-Likelihood

Consider a random variable, X ∈ RM , with a corresponding distribution, pdata(X), defining the
probability of observing each possible observation, X = x. We will use the shorthand notation
pdata(x) to denote the probability pdata(X = x). This distribution is the result of an underlying data
generation process, e.g. the emission and scattering of photons. While we do not have direct access
to pdata, we can sample observations, x ∼ pdata(x), yielding an empirical distribution, p̂data(x).

Often, we wish to model pdata, for instance, to predict or compress observations of X. We refer
to this model as pθ(x), with parameters θ. Estimating the model parameters involves maximizing
the log-likelihood of data examples under the model’s distribution:

θ∗ ← arg max
θ

Ex∼pdata(x) [log pθ(x)] . (1)

This is the maximum log-likelihood objective, which is found throughout machine learning and
probabilistic modeling [Murphy, 2012, Goodfellow et al., 2016]. In practice, we do not have access to
pdata(x) and must instead approximate the objective using data samples, i.e. using p̂data(x).

2.2 Probabilistic Models

2.2.1 Dependency Structure

Formulating a probabilistic model involves considering the dependency structure of the model and
the parameterization of these dependencies. The dependency structure of a probabilistic model is
the set of conditional dependencies between variables. One common form of dependency structure
is found in autoregressive models [Frey et al., 1996, Bengio and Bengio, 2000], which utilize the
chain rule of probability to model dependencies between variables:

pθ(x) =

M∏

j=1

pθ(xj |x<j). (2)

Here, we have induced an arbitrary ordering over the M dimensions of x, allowing us to factor the joint
distribution over dimensions, pθ(x), into a product of M conditional distributions, each conditioned
on the previous dimensions, x<j . Slightly abusing notation, at j = 1, we have pθ(xj |x<j) = pθ(x1).
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Figure 2: Dependency Structures. Each diagram shows a (directed) graphical model, with nodes
representing random variables and arrows representing probabilistic dependencies. The two main
forms of probabilistic dependency structure are autoregressive (left; Eq. 2) and latent variable models
(center; Eq. 4). These structures can be combined (right; Eq. 8) to further improve model capacity.

A natural use-case for this dependency structure arises in modeling sequential data, where time
provides an ordering over a sequence of T observed variables, x1:T :

pθ(x1:T ) =

T∏

t=1

pθ(xt|x<t). (3)

Although such models are conventionally formulated in forward temporal order, this is truly a
modeling assumption. Likewise, while the chain rule of probability dictates that we must consider all
previous variables, there may be cases where it is safe to assume conditional independence outside of
some window. In the extreme case, in which we only consider pairwise dependencies, we arrive at a
Markov chain: pθ(x1:T ) =

∏T
t=1 pθ(xt|xt−1).

Autoregressive models are also referred to as “fully-visible” models [Frey et al., 1996], as depen-
dencies are only explicitly modeled between observed variables. However, we can also model such
dependencies by introducing latent variables, denoted as Z. Formally, a latent variable model is
defined by the joint distribution

pθ(x, z) = pθ(x|z)pθ(z), (4)

where pθ(x|z) is the conditional likelihood and pθ(z) is the prior. Again, we have used the shorthand
notation pθ(x, z) to denote pθ(X = x, Z = z). Introducing latent variables is one of, if not, the
primary technique for increasing the flexibility of a probabilistic model. This is because evaluating
the probability of an observation now requires marginalizing over the latent variables. If Z is a
continuous variable, this involves integration, pθ(x) =

∫
pθ(x, z)dz, and if Z is discrete, this involves

summation, pθ(x) =
∑

z pθ(x, z). In either case, we have

pθ(x) = Ez∼pθ(z) [pθ(x|z)] , (5)

which illustrates that pθ(x) is a mixture distribution, with each mixture component, pθ(x|z), weighted
according to pθ(z). Thus, even when restricting pθ(x|z) to simple distribution forms, such as Gaussian
distributions, pθ(x) can take on flexible forms that do not have closed form analytical expressions.
In this way, Z can implicitly model dependencies in X, assigning higher probability to particular
regions of the observation space.
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However, increasing flexibility through latent variables comes with increasing computational
overhead. In general, marginalizing over Z is not analytically tractable. This requires us to either
1) adopt approximation techniques, which we discuss in Section 2.3, or 2) restrict the form of the
model to ensure computationally tractable evaluation of pθ(x). This latter approach is the basis of
flow-based models [Tabak and Turner, 2013, Rippel and Adams, 2013, Dinh et al., 2015], which
define the conditional dependency between X and Z in terms of an invertible transform, x = fθ(z)
and z = f−1θ (x). With a prior or base distribution, pθ(z), we can then express pθ(x) using the change
of variables formula:

pθ(x) = pθ(z)

∣∣∣∣det

(
∂x

∂z

)∣∣∣∣
−1
, (6)

where ∂x
∂z is the Jacobian of the transform and det(·) denotes matrix determinant. The term∣∣det

(
∂x
∂z

)∣∣−1 can be interpreted as the local scaling of space when moving from Z to X, conserving
probability mass in the transform. Flow-based models, also referred to as normalizing flows [Rezende
and Mohamed, 2015], are the basis of independent components analysis (ICA) [Bell and Sejnowski,
1997, Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000] and non-linear generalizations [Chen and Gopinath, 2001, Laparra
et al., 2011]. As such, these models can serve as a general-purpose mechanism for adding and removing
statistical dependencies between variables. Although flow-based models avoid the intractability of
marginalization, their requirement of invertibility may be overly restrictive or undesirable in some
contexts [Cornish et al., 2020]. And while the change of variables formula can also be applied to
non-invertible transforms [Cvitkovic and Koliander, 2019], it raises computational intractabilities.

We have presented autoregression and latent variables separately, however, these techniques
can, in fact, be combined in numerous ways to model dependencies. For instance, one can create
hierarchical latent variable models [Dayan et al., 1995], incorporating autoregressive dependencies
between latent variables. Considering L levels of latent variables, Z1:L =

[
Z1, . . . , ZL

]
, we can

express the joint distribution as

pθ(x, z
1:L) = pθ(x|z1:L)

L∏

`=1

pθ(z
`|z`+1:L). (7)

Hierarchical latent variable models are a repeated application of the latent variables technique in
order to create increasingly complex empirical priors [Efron and Morris, 1973]. We can also consider
incorporating latent variables within sequential (autoregressive) probabilistic models, giving rise to
sequential latent variable models. Considering a single level of latent variables in a corresponding
sequence, Z1:T , we have the following joint distribution:

pθ(x1:T , z1:T ) =

T∏

t=1

pθ(xt|x<t, z≤t)pθ(zt|x<t, z<t), (8)

where we have again assumed a forward sequential ordering. This formulation encompasses special
cases, such as hidden Markov models or linear Gaussian state-space models [Murphy, 2012]. Beyond
hierarchical and sequential latent variable models, there are a variety of other ways to combine
autoregression and latent variables [Gulrajani et al., 2017, Razavi et al., 2019].

2.2.2 Parameterizing the Model

The probability distributions that define probabilistic dependencies are ultimately functions. In this
section, we discuss forms that these functions may take, restricting our focus here to parametric
distributions, which are defined by one or more distribution parameters. The canonical example is
the Gaussian (or Normal) distribution, N (x;µ, σ2), which is defined by a mean, µ, and variance, σ2.
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This can be extended to the multivariate setting, where x ∈ RM is modeled with a mean vector, µ,
and covariance matrix, Σ, with the probability density written as

N (x;µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)M/2 det(Σ)1/2
exp

(−1

2
(x− µ)ᵀΣ−1(x− µ)

)
. (9)

For convenience, we may also consider diagonal covariance matrices, Σ = diag(σ2), simplifying
the parameterization and resulting calculations. In particular, the special case where Σ = IM , the
M ×M identity matrix, the log-density, up to a constant, becomes the familiar mean squared error,

logN (x;µ, I) = −1

2
||x− µ||22 + const. (10)

With a parametric distribution, conditional dependencies are mediated by the distribution param-
eters, which are functions of the conditioning variables. For example, we can express an autoregressive
Gaussian distribution (Eq. 2) through conditional densities, pθ(xj |x<j) = N (xj ;µθ(x<j), σ

2
θ(x<j)),

where µθ and σ2
θ are functions taking x<j as input. A similar form applies to autoregressive

models on sequences of vector inputs (Eq. 3), with pθ(xt|x<t) = N (xt;µθ(x<t),Σθ(x<t)). Like-
wise, in a latent variable model (Eq. 4), we can express a Gaussian conditional likelihood as
pθ(x|z) = N (x;µθ(z),Σθ(z)). In the above examples, we have overloaded notation, using a subscript
θ for all functions, however, these may be separate functions in practice.

The functions supplying each of the distribution parameters can range in complexity, from constant
to highly non-linear. Classical modeling techniques often employ linear functions. For instance, in a
latent variable model, we could parameterize the mean as a linear function of z:

µθ(z) = Wz + b (11)

where W is a matrix of weights and b is a bias vector. Models of this form underlie factor analysis,
probabilistic principal components analysis [Tipping and Bishop, 1999], independent components
analysis [Bell and Sejnowski, 1997, Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000], and sparse coding [Olshausen and
Field, 1996]. Linear autoregressive models are also the basis of many classical time-series models.
While linear models are relatively computationally efficient, they are often too limited to accurately
model complex data distributions, e.g. those found in natural images or audio.

Recent improvements in deep learning [Goodfellow et al., 2016] have provided probabilistic models
with expressive classes of non-linear functions, improving their capacity. In these models, the distri-
bution parameters are parameterized with deep networks, which are then trained by backpropagating
[Rumelhart et al., 1986] the gradient of the log-likelihood objective, ∇θEx∼p̂data [log pθ(x)], back
through the network. Deep autoregressive models and deep latent variable models have enabled recent
advances in speech [Graves, 2013, van den Oord et al., 2016a], natural language [Sutskever et al.,
2014, Radford et al., 2019], images [Razavi et al., 2019], video [Kumar et al., 2020], reinforcement
learning [Chua et al., 2018, Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018] and many other areas.

We visualize a probabilistic computation graph for a deep autoregressive model in Figure 3.
This diagram breaks the variables into their associated distributions and terms in the log-likelihood
objective. Here, green circles denote the conditional likelihood at each step, containing a Gaussian
mean and standard deviation, which are parameterized by a deep network. The log-likelihood,
log pθ(xt|x<t), evaluated at the data observation, xt ∼ pdata(xt|x<t) (gray circle), provides the
objective (red dot). The gradient of this objective w.r.t. the network parameters is calculated through
backpropagation (red dotted line).

Autoregressive models (without latent variables) have proven useful in many domains, often
obtaining better log-likelihoods as compared with latent variable models. However, there are a
number of reasons to prefer latent variable models in some contexts. First, autoregressive sampling
is inherently sequential, and this linear computational scaling becomes costly in high-dimensional
domains. Second, latent variables provide a representational space for downstream tasks, compression,
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Figure 3: Model Parameterization & Computation Graph. The diagram depicts a simplified
computation graph for a deep autoregressive Gaussian model. Green circles denote the conditional
likelihood distribution at each step, while gray circles again denote the (distribution of) data
observations. Smaller red circles denote each of the log-likelihood terms in the objective. Gradients
w.r.t. these terms are backpropagated through the networks parameterizing the model’s distribution
parameters (red dotted lines).

and overall data analysis. Finally, latent variables provide added flexibility, which is particularly
useful for modeling continuous random variables with relatively simple, e.g. Gaussian, conditional
distributions. For these reasons, we require methods for handling the latent marginalization in Eq. 5.
Variational inference is one such method.

2.3 Variational Inference

Training latent variable models through maximum likelihood requires evaluating log pθ(x). However,
evaluating pθ(x) =

∫
pθ(x, z)dz is generally computationally intractable. This problem is only

exacerbated in deep latent variable models, where computing pθ(z) and pθ(x|z) is more expensive.
Thus, we require some technique for tractably estimating log pθ(x). Variational inference [Hinton
and Van Camp, 1993, Jordan et al., 1998] approaches this problem by introducing an approximate
posterior distribution, q(z|x), which provides a tractable lower bound, L(x; q, θ) ≤ log pθ(x), on the
log-likelihood. This lower bound is referred to as the evidence lower bound (ELBO), variational lower
bound, and the negative free energy. By tightening and maximizing the ELBO w.r.t. the model
parameters, θ, we can approximate maximum likelihood training while avoiding marginalization.

Variational inference converts probabilistic inference into an optimization problem. Given a family
of distributions, Q, e.g. Gaussian, non-parametric, etc., variational inference attempts to find the
distribution, q ∈ Q, that minimizes DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z|x)):

q(z|x)← arg min
q
DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z|x)), (12)

where pθ(z|x) is the posterior distribution, pθ(z|x) = pθ(x,z)
pθ(x)

. Because pθ(z|x) includes the intractable
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Figure 4: ELBO Computation Graphs. (a) Basic computation graph for variational inference.
Outlined circles denote distributions. Smaller red circles denote terms in the ELBO objective. Arrows,
again, denote conditional dependencies. This notation can be used to express (b) hierarchical and
(c) sequential models with various model dependencies.

pθ(x), we cannot minimize the KL divergence in Eq. 12 directly. Instead, we can rewrite this as

DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z|x)) = Ez∼q(z|x) [log q(z|x)− log pθ(z|x)] (13)

= Ez∼q(z|x)

[
log q(z|x)− log

(
pθ(x, z)

pθ(x)

)]
(14)

= Ez∼q(z|x) [log q(z|x)− log pθ(x, z)] + log pθ(x) (15)

= −L(x; q, θ) + log pθ(x). (16)

In Eq. 16, we have defined L(x; q, θ), as

L(x; q, θ) ≡ Ez∼q(z|x) [log pθ(x, z)− log q(z|x)]

= Ez∼q(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)]−DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z)).

(17)

(18)

Rearranging terms in Eq. 16, we have

log pθ(x) = L(x; q, θ) +DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z|x)). (19)

Because KL divergence is non-negative, L(x; q, θ) ≤ log pθ(x), with equality when q(z|x) = pθ(z|x).
As the LHS of Eq. 19 does not depend on q(z|x), maximizing L(x; q, θ) w.r.t. q implicitly minimizes
DKL(q(z|x)||pθ(z|x)) w.r.t. q. Together, these statements imply that maximizing L(x; q, θ) w.r.t. q
tightens the lower bound on log pθ(x). With this tightened lower bound, we can then maximize
L(x; q, θ) w.r.t. θ. This alternating optimization process is referred to as the variational expecta-
tion maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977, Neal and Hinton, 1998], consisting of
approximate inference (E-step) and learning (M-step).

As with autoregressive models, we can represent latent variable models and the ELBO objective as
a computation graph. In Figure 4, we illustrate examples of these graphs. Each variable contains a red
circle, denoting a term in the ELBO objective. In comparison with the fully-observed autoregressive
model, we now have an additional objective term for the latent variable, corresponding to the KL
divergence. This graphical representation also allows us to visualize the variational objective for
more complex hierarchical and sequential models (Figures 4b & 4c).
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3 Predictive Coding

Predictive coding, as described within neuroscience, can be divided into two distinct settings, spa-
tiotemporal and hierarchical, roughly corresponding to the two main forms of structured probabilistic
dependencies. In this section, we review each of these settings, discussing previously hypothesized
correspondences with neural anatomy. Finally, we outline the current empirical support for predictive
coding in neural systems, highlighting the need for large-scale, testable models.

3.1 Spatiotemporal Predictive Coding

Spatiotemporal predictive coding [Srinivasan et al., 1982], as the name implies, involves forming
predictions across spatial dimensions and temporal sequences. These predictions then produce
the resulting “code” as the prediction error. Concretely, in the temporal setting, we can consider
a Gaussian autoregressive model, pθ, defined over observation sequences, x1:T . The conditional
probability at time t can be written as

pθ(xt|x<t) = N (xt;µθ(x<t),diag(σ2
θ(x<t))).

Introducing auxiliary variables, yt ∼ N (0, I), we can use the reparameterization trick to express
xt = µθ(x<t) + σθ(x<t) � yt, where � denotes element-wise multiplication. Conversely, we can
express the inverse, normalization or whitening transform as

yt =
xt − µθ(x<t)
σθ(x<t)

. (20)

An example of temporal normalization with video, adapted from Marino et al. [2020a], is shown
in Figure 5b. Note that one special case of this transform involves setting µθ(x<t) ≡ xt−1 and
σθ(x<t) ≡ 1, in which case, yt = xt − xt−1, i.e. temporal differences. For sequences that change
slowly relative to the temporal step-size, this is a reasonable assumption. This inverse transform
can remove temporal redundancy in the input sequence. Thus, by Shannon’s source coding theorem
[Shannon, 1948], we can encode or compress y1:T more efficiently than x1:T . The benefit of this
sequential predictive coding scheme was recognized in the early days of information theory [Harrison,
1952, Oliver, 1952], forming the basis of modern video [Wiegand et al., 2003] and audio [Atal and
Schroeder, 1979] compression.

A similar process can also be applied within xt to remove spatial dependencies. For instance,
we could also apply an autoregressive affine transform over spatial dimensions, predicting the ith

dimension, xi,t, as a function of previous spatial dimensions, x1:i,t. With linear functions, this
corresponds to Cholesky whitening [Pourahmadi, 2011, Kingma et al., 2016]. However, this requires
imposing an arbitrary ordering over spatial dimensions. Perhaps a more reasonable approach in the
spatial setting is to learn a set of symmetric dependencies between dimensions. Here, the linear case
corresponds to ZCA whitening [Kessy et al., 2018], shown in Figure 5a. In the natural image domain,
both of these whitening schemes generally result in center-surround spatial filters, extracting edges
from the input.

Srinivasan et al. [1982] investigated the principles of spatiotemporal predictive coding in the
retina, where compression is essential for transmission through the optic nerve. Estimating the auto-
correlation function of input sensory signals, i.e. a linear prediction, they showed that spatiotemporal
predictive coding provides a reasonable fit to retinal ganglion cell recordings from flies, allowing
the retina’s output neurons to more fully utilize their dynamic range. It is now generally accepted
that retina, in part, performs stages of spatial and temporal normalization through center-surround
receptive fields and on-off responses [Hosoya et al., 2005, Graham et al., 2006, Pitkow and Meister,
2012, Palmer et al., 2015]. Dong and Atick [1995] applied similar predictive coding ideas to the
thalamus, proposing an additional stage of temporal normalization. Likewise, Friston’s use of
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(b) Temporal

Figure 5: Spatiotemporal Predictive Coding. (a) Spatial predictive coding models remove
spatial dependencies. In the domain of natural images, one version of linear predictive coding is
ZCA whitening, which yields center-surround filters (left). As a result, the whitened image contains
highlighted edges (right). (b) Temporal predictive coding models remove temporal dependencies. In
the domain of natural video, this tends to remove static backgrounds. Images are from the BAIR
Robot Pushing dataset [Ebert et al., 2017].

generalized coordinates [Friston, 2008a], i.e. modeling multiple orders of temporal derivatives, can be
approximated using finite temporal differences through repeated application of predictive coding.
That is, dxdt ≈ ∆xt ≡ xt − xt−1. Thus, spatiotemporal predictive coding may be utilized at multiple
stages of sensory processing to remove redundancy [Huang and Rao, 2011].

In neural circuits, spatiotemporal normalization often involves inhibitory interneurons [Carandini
and Heeger, 2012], carrying out operations similar to those in Eq. 20 (though other mechanisms
are also possible). For instance, retinal inhibitory interactions take place between photoreceptors,
via horizontal cells, and between bipolar cells, via amacrine cells. This enables unpredicted motion
to be computed, e.g. an object moving relative to the background, using inhibitory interactions
from amacrine cells [Ölveczky et al., 2003, Baccus et al., 2008]. Similar inhibitory interactions
are present in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in thalamus, with interneurons inhibiting relay
cells originating from retina [Sherman and Guillery, 2002]. As mentioned above, this is thought
to implement a form of temporal normalization [Dong and Atick, 1995], removing, at least, linear
dependencies [Dan et al., 1996]. Inhibition via lateral inhibitory interactions is also a prominent
feature of neocortex, with distinct classes of local interneurons playing a significant role in shaping
the responses of principal pyramidal neurons [Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011]. While these distinct
classes may serve separate computational roles, part of this purpose appears to be for spatiotemporal
normalization [Carandini and Heeger, 2012]. Finally, while we have focused largely on early stages of
sensory processing, inhibitory interneurons are also prevalent in other areas of neocortex, as well
as in central pattern generator (CPG) circuits [Marder and Bucher, 2001], found in the spinal cord.
These circuits are repsonsible for the rhythmic generation of movement, such as locomotion. Thus,
just as inhibitory interactions remove spatiotemporal dependencies in early sensory areas, similar
computational operations can add spatiotemporal dependencies in motor activation.

3.2 Hierarchical Predictive Coding

The other main form of predictive coding, mathematically formulated by Rao and Ballard [1999],
Friston [2005], involves hierarchies of latent variables and, as such, has been postulated as a model
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neocortex
<latexit sha1_base64="Cw2niyy9AT4DZKbyux4FTcgsTlo=">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</latexit>

forward
<latexit sha1_base64="T5QNpCX2RkA+7wVN835MVF2ZG+w=">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</latexit>

backward
<latexit sha1_base64="qKHL+et+VPCk7wZOifLgtLKiksM=">AAACiHicdVHLSgMxFE3HV62vVpdugqXgqsyooO6kblwq2Ae0Q8lkbttgMhmSO2oZ+ilu9Zv8GzO1C2v1woXDua/DuVEqhUXf/yx5a+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QbV22LE6MxzaXEttehGzIEUCbRQooZcaYCqS0I2ebot69xmMFTp5xGkKoWLjRIwEZ+ioYbU2QHhFo/KI8acXZuLZsFr3m/486CoIFqBOFnE/rJWGg1jzTEGCXDJr+4GfYpgzg4JLmFUGmYXUrWdj6DuYMAU2zOfaZ7ThmJiOtHGZIJ2zPydypqydqsh1KoYT+7tWkH/V+hmOrsJcJGmGkPDvQ6NMUtS0MILGwgBHOXWAcSOcVsonzDCOzq6lTY9BmBfiijVL5yM1qzToT6aQkaJ6Xe5jcqzdhYn6hxZ8dSC1kDlXdewMdC8Jfj9gFXTOmsF58+zhon7TWjynTI7JCTklAbkkN+SO3JM24eSFvJF38uFVPN+79K6/W73SYuaILIXX+gIkSsmW</latexit>

sensory
<latexit sha1_base64="ibmQ59SNdiWWlf3YzZ3i5JjErig=">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</latexit>

input
<latexit sha1_base64="gkcS4I2+2kbbiuHa23v+P/BzYOc=">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</latexit>

neocortical
<latexit sha1_base64="Bg1O/K1VDFmiCK1AZXtAm7J/Rq8=">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</latexit>

microcircuit
<latexit sha1_base64="27bCNqqVu8xZZ4yc90d2CNoBW+Y=">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</latexit>

V/VI
<latexit sha1_base64="20mWnOjt/2TLxGcCMAx5q9rOGtg=">AAACgnicdVHLTgIxFC0jvvAFunTTSEyMC5xRE124ILrRnSaAJjAhnXKBxnY6tncMZMJ3uNXP8m/sIAsRvclNTs59nZwbJVJY9P3PgrdUXF5ZXVsvbWxube+UK7stq1PDocm11OYpYhakiKGJAiU8JQaYiiQ8Rs83ef3xFYwVOm7gOIFQsUEs+oIzdFTYQRihUVnrpHU36Zarfs2fBl0EwQxUySzuu5VCt9PTPFUQI5fM2nbgJxhmzKDgEialTmohYfyZDaDtYMwU2DCbqp7QQ8f0aF8blzHSKftzImPK2rGKXKdiOLS/azn5V62dYv8yzEScpAgx/z7UTyVFTXMLaE8Y4CjHDjBuhNNK+ZAZxtEZNbepEYRZLi5fM3c+UpPSIf3J5DISVKP5PiYH2l0Yqn9owRcHEgupc1X3nIHuJcHvByyC1mktOKudPpxX69ez56yRfXJAjkhALkid3JJ70iScvJA38k4+vKJ37AXe2XerV5jN7JG58K6+AI84xyI=</latexit>

IV
<latexit sha1_base64="YDXl5+A1g/Db4FDKg/rZ1qK+jiU=">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</latexit>

II/III
<latexit sha1_base64="W+jyTp8xBeQu16OU85Ur4jl+6R4=">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</latexit>

I<latexit sha1_base64="Zdhq5wJxAidLE41yxJeKnvaUBsw=">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</latexit>

Figure 6: Brain Anatomy & Cortical Circuitry. Left: Sensory inputs enter first-order relays
in thalamus from sensory organs. Thalamus forms reciprocal connections with neocortex. Neocortex
consists of hierarchies of cortical areas, with both forward and backward connections. Right:
Neocortex is composed of six layers (I–VI), with specific neuron classes and connections at each layer.
The simplified schematic depicts two cortical columns. Black and red circles represent excitatory and
inhibitory neurons respectively, with arrows denoting major connections. This basic circuit motif is
repeated with slight variations throughout neocortex.

of hierarchical cortical processing. The neocortex (Figure 6) is a sheet-like structure involved in
many aspects of sensory and motor processing. It is composed of six layers (I–VI), containing
particular classes of neurons and connections. Across layers, neurons are arranged into columns,
which are engaged in related computations [Mountcastle et al., 1955]. Columns interact locally
via inhibitory interactions from interneurons while also forming processing hierarchies through
longer-range excitatory interactions from pyramidal neurons. Particularly in earlier sensory areas,
longer-range connections are generally grouped into forward (up the hierarchy) and backward (down
the hierarchy) directions. Forward connections are traditionally thought to be driving (evoking neural
activity) [Girard and Bullier, 1989, Girard et al., 1991]. Backward connections are traditionally
thought to be modulatory, however, they have also been shown be driving [Covic and Sherman, 2011,
De Pasquale and Sherman, 2011], which can be inverted through inhibition [Meyer et al., 2011]. These
sets of connections, repeated with slight variations throughout neocortex, constitute a canonical
neocortical microcircuit [Douglas et al., 1989], which could suggest a single processing algorithm
[Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004], capable of adapting to a variety of inputs [Sharma et al., 2000].

In formulating a theory of neocortex, Mumford [1992] proposed that thalamus acts as an ‘active
blackboard,’ with the cortical hierarchy attempting to reconstruct or predict the thalamic input
and activity in areas throughout the hierarchy. Backward (top-down) projections would convey
predictions, while forward (bottom-up) projections would use prediction errors to update the estimates
throughout the hierarchy. Through a dynamic process of activation, the entire system would settle
to a consistent pattern of activity, minimizing prediction error. Over longer periods of time, the
model parameters would be adjusted to yield improved predictions. In this way, cortex would use
negative feedback, both in inference and learning, to use and construct a generative model of its
inputs. This notion of generative state estimation dates back (at least) to Helmholtz [Von Helmholtz,
1867], and the notion of correcting predictions based on prediction errors is inline with concepts
from cybernetics [Wiener, 1948, MacKay, 1956], which influenced techniques like Kalman filtering
[Kalman, 1960], a ubiquitous Bayesian filtering algorithm.

A more complete mathematical formulation of this hierarchical predictive coding model, with
many similarities to Kalman filtering (see Rao [1998]), was provided by Rao and Ballard [1999], with
the generalization to variational inference provided by Friston [2005]. To illustrate this setup, consider
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a simple model consisting of a single level of continuous latent variables, z, modeling continuous data
observations, x. We will use Gaussian densities for each distribution and assume we have

pθ(x|z) = N (x; f(Wz),diag(σ2
x)), (21)

pθ(z) = N (z;µz,diag(σ2
z)), (22)

where f is an element-wise function (e.g. logistic sigmoid, tanh, or the identity), W is a weight
matrix, µz is the constant prior mean, and σ2

x and σ2
z are constant vectors of variances.

In the simplest approach to inference, we can find the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate,
i.e. estimate the z∗ which maximizes pθ(z|x). While we cannot tractably evaluate pθ(z|x) directly,
we can use Bayes’ rule to write

z∗ = arg max
z
pθ(z|x)

= arg max
z

pθ(x, z)

pθ(x)

= arg max
z
pθ(x, z).

Thus, rather than evaluating the posterior distribution, pθ(z|x), we can perform this maximization
using the joint distribution, pθ(x, z) = pθ(x|z)pθ(z), which we can tractably evaluate. We can
also replace the optimization over the probability distribution with an optimization over the log
probability, since log(·) is a monotonically increasing function and will not affect the optimization.
We then have

z∗ = arg max
z

[log pθ(x|z) + log pθ(z)] .

= arg max
z

[
logN (x; f(Wz),diag(σ2

x)) + logN (z;µz,diag(σ2
z))
]
.

Each of the terms in this objective is a weighted squared error. For instance, the first term is the
weighted squared error in reconstructing the data observation:

logN (x; f(Wz),diag(σ2
x)) =

−M
2

log(2π)− 1

2
log det

(
diag(σ2

x)
)
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
x− f(Wz)

σx

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

2

,

where M is the dimensionality of x and || · ||22 denotes the squared L2 norm. Plugging these terms
into the objective and dropping terms that do not depend on z yields

z∗ = arg max
z

[
−1

2

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
x− f(Wz)

σx

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

2

− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
z− µz

σz

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
2

2

]
, (23)

= arg max
z

L (z; θ),

where we have defined the objective as L (z; θ). For purposes of illustration, let us assume that f(·)
is the identity function, i.e. f(Wz) = Wz. We can then evaluate the gradient of L (z; θ) w.r.t. z,
yielding

∇zL (z; θ) = Wᵀ
(

x−Wz

σx

)
− z− µz

σz
.

The transposed weight matrix, Wᵀ, comes from differentiating Wz, and translates the error in
reconstruction into an update in z. If we define the following terms as weighted errors:
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W<latexit sha1_base64="KEbVWs/M/y0aOeDnzmNP9sgSxLY=">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</latexit>

W|
<latexit sha1_base64="ZkvLIu2TD+1jZIBra468ec3j8hg=">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</latexit>

�x
<latexit sha1_base64="CEOswlEcYaImwi9o9uxLj0763T8=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="f85W8qlbhIMOhjGJ64NRDqqSQgA=">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</latexit>
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Figure 7: Hierarchical Predictive Coding. The diagram shows the basic computation graph for
a Gaussian latent variable model with MAP inference. The insets show the weighted error calculation
for the latent (left) and observed (right) variables.

ξx ≡
x−Wz

σx
,

ξz ≡
z− µz

σz
,

then we can re-write the gradient using these terms:

∇zL (z; θ) = Wᵀξx − ξz. (24)

Thus, if we want to perform inference using gradient-based optimization, e.g. z← z + α∇zL (z; θ),
we need 1) the weighted errors, ξx and ξz, and 2) the transposed weights, Wᵀ, or more generally,
the Jacobian of the conditional likelihood mean. This overall scheme is depicted in Figure 7.

To learn the weight parameters, we can differentiate L (z; θ) (Eq. 23) w.r.t. W:

∇WL (z; θ) =

(
x−Wz

σx

)
zᵀ

= ξxzᵀ.

This gradient is the product of a local error term, ξx, and the latent variable, z, possibly suggesting
a biologically-plausible learning rule [Whittington and Bogacz, 2017].

Predictive coding identifies the conditional likelihood (Eq. 21) with backward (or top-down)
cortical projections, whereas inference updating (Eq. 24) is identified with forward (or bottom-up)
cortical projections [Friston, 2005]. Such connections are thought to be mediated by pyramidal
neurons. Scaling this model up in size and structure, each cortical column could contain the necessary
computational elements involved in predicting and estimating a latent variable. Interneurons within
columns could be involved in error calculation (ξx and ξz). Although we only discussed diagonal
covariance matrices (σ2

x and σ2
z), interneurons involved in local lateral inhibition could parameterize

(the inverse of) full covariance matrices, i.e. Σx and Σz. This is an instance of spatial predictive
coding, which we discussed in the previous section. Note that these factors, which weight ξx and ξz,
effectively modulate the gain of each error term, possibly providing a form of “attention” [Feldman
and Friston, 2010]. Possible neural correspondences are summarized in Table 1.

Here, we have discussed a simplified model of hierarchical predictive coding, with a single latent
level and no dynamics. However, a full theory of hierarchical predictive coding would include these
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Table 1: Proposed Neural Correspondences of Hierarchical Predictive Coding.

Neuroscience Predictive Coding

Top-Down Cortical Projections Generative Model Conditional Mapping
Bottom-Up Cortical Projections Inference Updating

Lateral Inhibition Covariance Matrices
(Pyramidal) Neuron Activity Latent Variable Estimates & Errors

Cortical Column Corresponding Estimate & Error

additional aspects and others. Karl Friston has explored various design choices throughout multiple
papers [Friston et al., 2007, Friston, 2008a,b], yet the core aspects of probabilistic generative modeling
and variational inference remain largely the same. Further elaborating and comparing these design
choices will be essential for empirically validating the details of hierarchical predictive coding.

3.3 Empirical Support

Empirically validating predictive coding in neural circuits is an active area of research. This remains
challenging, as it is difficult to disentangle the theory itself from the wide array of possible design
choices, e.g. distributions, parameterizations, etc. [Gershman, 2019]. Nevertheless, many of the core
aspects of predictive coding do appear to have some empirical support. We briefly outline some of
these studies here, but we refer the reader to the multiple review papers on the topic [Huang and
Rao, 2011, Bastos et al., 2012, Clark, 2013, Keller and Mrsic-Flogel, 2018, Walsh et al., 2020].

Spatiotemporal As discussed above, various works have investigated spatiotemporal predictive
coding in early sensory areas, primarily retina [Srinivasan et al., 1982, Atick and Redlich, 1992]. This
typically involves fitting retinal ganglion cell responses to a spatial whitening (or decorrelation) process
[Graham et al., 2006, Pitkow and Meister, 2012], which is dynamically adjusted based on lighting
conditions [Hosoya et al., 2005]. Similar analyses suggest that retina employs temporal predictive
coding as well [Srinivasan et al., 1982, Palmer et al., 2015]. While the exact mathematical details
of these neural computations have not been fully characterized, the corresponding models contain
stages of linear decorrelating filters (e.g. center-surround) followed by non-linearities. Importantly,
non-linearities have been shown to be an essential aspect in explaining retinal ganglion cell responses
[Pitkow and Meister, 2012], possibly inducing an added degree of sparsity [Graham et al., 2006]. As
previously noted, similar spatiotemporal predictive coding computations may be found in thalamus
[Dong and Atick, 1995] and cortex. While Dan et al. [1996] provide some supporting evidence, such
investigations are complicated by the presence of backward and modulatory interactions.

Hierarchical Early work toward empirically validating hierarchical predictive coding came from
explaining extra-classical receptive field effects [Rao and Ballard, 1999, Rao and Sejnowski, 2002],
whereby top-down processing in cortex can alter classical visual receptive fields, suggesting that
top-down influences play an important role in sensory processing [Gilbert and Sigman, 2007]. Likewise,
temporal influences have been demonstrated in the form of repetition suppression [Summerfield et al.,
2006], in which cortical activity diminishes in response to repeated, i.e. predictable, stimuli. This
effect may reflect the suppression of errors through improved predictions. Predictive coding has
also been postulated as an explanation of biphasic responses in LGN [Jehee and Ballard, 2009], in
which reversing the visual input with an anti-correlated image results in a large neural response,
presumably due to prediction errors. Predictive signals have been documented in auditory [Wacongne
et al., 2011] and visual [Meyer and Olson, 2011] processing. Activity seemingly corresponding to
prediction errors has also been observed in a variety of areas and contexts, including visual flow
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in primary visual cortex in mice [Keller et al., 2012, Zmarz and Keller, 2016], auditory cortex in
monkeys [Eliades and Wang, 2008] and rodents [Parras et al., 2017], and visual cortex in humans
[Murray et al., 2002, Alink et al., 2010, Egner et al., 2010]. While further studies are needed, it
appears that sensory cortex is engaged in some form of hierarchical and temporal prediction, with
prediction error signals playing a key role in driving the perceptual process.

The empirical evidence for spatiotemporal and hierarchical predictive coding is suggestive, but
given the complexity of neural systems, some aspects of the theory are undoubtedly incorrect,
incomplete, or under-specified. In particular, the complexity of biological systems makes it is
difficult to isolate and assess detailed aspects of predictive coding. For instance, it appears that
cortex calculates some form of prediction error, but without access to fine-grained recordings of
all relevant signals, e.g. dendritic currents, neuromodulators, etc., it is difficult to determine the
exact computational form of the circuit. Thus, while general aspects of predictive coding appear
supported, we are unable to probe into the details of such models, making predictive coding a largely
normative theory. The purpose of this paper is to establish connections between predictive coding
and machine learning. Ideally, by building larger-scale models and training them on similar sensory
data, we can form more fine-grained empirical predictions for biological neural systems. Building off
of the example of Rao and Ballard [1999], Lotter et al. [2018] provided another step in this direction,
comparing the responses of neural systems and their hierarchical predictive coding model. In the
current thesis, we have attempted to help further build the foundation for this collaborative effort.

4 Variational Autoencoders

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) [Kingma and Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014] are latent variable
models parameterized by deep networks. As in hierarchical predictive coding, these models typically
contain Gaussian latent variables and are trained using variational inference. However, rather than
performing inference optimization directly, VAEs amortize inference [Gershman and Goodman, 2014].

4.1 Amortized Variational Inference

Amortization refers to spreading out costs. In amortized inference, these “costs” are the computational
costs of performing inference optimization. Thus, with q(z|x) = N (z;µq,diag(σ2

q )) and λ ≡ [µq,σq],
rather than separately optimizing λ for each data example, we amortize this optimization cost using a
learned optimizer, i.e. an inference model. By using this meta-optimization procedure, we can perform
inference optimization far more efficiently. The concept of inference models is deeply embedded with
deep latent variable models, popularized by the Helmholtz Machine [Dayan et al., 1995], which was
formulated as an autoencoder [Ballard, 1987]. Formally, in such setups, the inference model is a
direct mapping from x to λ:

λ← fφ(x), (25)

where fφ is a model (deep network) with parameters φ. Conventionally, we denote the approximate
posterior as qφ(z|x) to denote the parameterization by φ. Now, rather than optimizing λ using
gradient-based techniques, we periodically update φ using ∇φL = ∂L

∂λ
∂λ
∂φ , thereby letting fφ learn to

optimize λ. This procedure is incredibly simple, as we only need to tune the learning rate for φ, and
efficient, as we have an estimate of λ after only one forward pass through fφ. Amortization is also
widely applicable: if we can estimate ∇λL using stochastic gradient estimation (see above), we can
continue differentiating through the chain φ→ λ→ z→ L.

To differentiate through z ∼ qφ(z|x), we can use the pathwise derivative estimator, sometimes
referred to as the reparameterization estimator [Kingma and Welling, 2014]. This is accomplished
by reparameterizing z in terms of an auxiliary random variable. The most common example is
reparameterizing z ∼ N (z;µq,diag(σ2

q )) as z = µq + ε � σq, where ε ∼ N (ε; 0, I) and � denotes
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Figure 8: Variational Autoencoder (VAE). VAEs combine direct amortization (Eq. 25) and the
pathwise derivative estimator with Gaussian approximate posteriors to train deep latent variable
models. In the model diagram (top), the amortized inference model (dashed arrow) acts as an
encoder, with the conditional likelihood (solid arrow) acting as a decoder. Each are parameterized by
deep networks.

element-wise multiplication. We can then estimate ∇µqL and ∇σqL, allowing us to calculate the
inference model gradients, ∇φL.

When direct amortization is combined with the pathwise derivative estimator in deep latent
variable models, the resulting setup is referred to as a variational autoencoder [Kingma and Welling,
2014, Rezende et al., 2014]. In this autoencoder interpretation, qφ(z|x) is an encoder, z is the latent
code, and pθ(x|z) is a decoder. A computation graph is shown in Figure 8. This direct encoding
scheme seems intuitively obvious: in the same way that pθ(x|z) directly maps z to a distribution
over x, qφ(z|x) directly maps x to a distribution over z. Indeed, with perfect knowledge of pθ(x, z),
fφ could act as a lookup table, precisely mapping each x to the corresponding optimal λ. However,
in practice, direct amortization of this form tends to result in suboptimal estimates of λ [Cremer
et al., 2018], motivating the need for more powerful amortized inference techniques.

4.2 Iterative Amortized Inference

One method for improving direct amortization involves incorporating iterative updates [Hjelm et al.,
2016, Krishnan et al., 2018, Kim et al., 2018, Marino et al., 2018b], replacing a one-step inference
procedure with a more accurate multi-step procedure. Iterative amortized inference [Marino et al.,
2018b] maintains an inference model, but uses it to perform iterative updates on the approximate
posterior estimate. Following the notation from the previous section, the basic form of an iterative
amortized inference model is given as:

λ← fφ(λ,∇λL). (26)

Iterative inference models take in the current estimate of λ, as well as the gradient, ∇λL, and output
an updated estimate of λ. As with direct inference models, iterative inference model parameters are
updated using estimates of ∇φL. Note that Eq. 26 generalizes stochastic gradient-based optimization.
For instance, a special case is λ ← λ+ α∇λL, where α is a step-size parameter, however, Eq. 26
also contains more general non-linear updates [Andrychowicz et al., 2016].
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As we saw in Section 3.2, in latent Gaussian models, ∇λ is defined by the weighted errors, ξx
and ξz, and the Jacobian of the conditional likelihood, J (this was W in the linear model). Because
the conditional likelihood does not change across data examples, in latent Gaussian models, we can
consider iterative amortized inference models of the special form:

λ← fφ(λ, ξx, ξz). (27)

This is a learned, non-linear mapping from errors to updated estimates of the approximate inference
distribution, i.e. learned negative feedback. The distinction between direct and iterative amortization
is shown in Figures 10b & 10c. Iterative amortization can be readily extended to sequential models
[Marino et al., 2018a], resulting in a general predict-update inference scheme based on prediction
errors, highly reminiscent of Kalman filtering [Kalman, 1960]. Marino et al. [2020b] also applied
iterative amortized inference to perform policy optimization in reinforcement learning.

4.3 Normalizing Flows

Another development within VAEs is the use of normalizing flows [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015]. As
discussed in Section 2.2.1, flow-based distributions are invertible latent variable models, enabling
exact log-probability calculation. That is, through a sequence of invertible transforms, a flow-based
distribution attempts to map a variable with independent (or less dependent) dimensions, typically
from a standard Normal, to a sample from a more structured distribution. Conversely, using the
inverse transforms, we can attempt to remove these structured dependencies, i.e. normalization.
While such models can operate as standalone generative models [Dinh et al., 2015, 2017, Papamakarios
et al., 2017, Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018], they can also define the distributions within VAEs.

One can use normalizing flows to define the approximate posterior [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015,
Kingma et al., 2016], prior [Huang et al., 2017], and conditional likelihood [Agrawal and Dukkipati,
2016] in VAEs. In each case, a deep network defines the parameters (e.g., mean and variance) of a base
distribution over the less structured, normalized variable. Separate deep networks then parameterize
the invertible transforms, which add dependencies between dimensions of the less structured variable,
or, conversely, remove structure from the more structured, unnormalized variable.

Example: As a generic example, consider a less structured variable, u, defined by the distribution
pθ(u|·) = N (u;µθ(·),diag(σ2

θ(·))), where µθ and σθ are output by deep networks, with · denoting
conditioning (input) variables. We then consider an affine invertible transform [Dinh et al., 2017],
defined by a shift vector, αθ, and a scale matrix, Bθ, each of which may be functions of u (again,
parameterized by deep networks). This affine transform defines a more structured variable, v:

v = αθ +Bθu, (28)

which can now contain affine dependencies between dimensions. Note that for Eq. 28 to be invertible,
we require that Bθ itself is invertible, i.e., non-zero determinant. Thus, Bθ is a square matrix, and
u and v are the same dimensionality. If, instead, we are given an observation of v and want to
calculate its log-probability, we can apply the normalizing inverse transform to get u:

u = B−1θ (v −αθ), (29)

then use the change of variables formula (Eq. 6). This allows us to convert the log-probability
calculation from the more structured (complex) space of v to the less structured (simpler) space of u.
However, we need to account for the local scaling of space induced by Bθ through its determinant.
Note that the multivariate Gaussian density (Eq. 9) is a special case of this transform, taking
a standard Gaussian variable, e.g., u ∼ N (u; 0, I), and adding linear dependencies to yield a
multivariate Gaussian variable, v ∼ N (v;αθ,B

ᵀ
θBθ). In this case, where αθ and Bθ are constant,

applying the inverse transform removes linear dependencies between dimensions in v.
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Normalizing flows provide a general method for improving the flexibility of the distributions
within VAEs. This allows us to parameterize more flexible approximate posteriors for variational
inference [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015, Kingma et al., 2016, Tomczak and Welling, 2016, van den
Berg et al., 2018]. However, we can also apply normalizing flows on the model’s distributions, i.e. the
prior [Huang et al., 2017] and conditional likelihood [Agrawal and Dukkipati, 2016], allowing us to
model variable estimates and observations in a normalized space. While many prior works apply
normalizing flows across spatial dimensions, we can also add and remove temporal dependencies
[van den Oord et al., 2018]. In particular, building off of the Gaussian special case discussed above,
Gaussian autoregressive models (e.g. Figure 3) are equivalent to affine autoregressive normalizing flows
[Kingma et al., 2016]. In the linear case, this is also equivalent to Cholesky whitening [Pourahmadi,
2011].

Using this idea, Marino et al. [2020a] parameterized the conditional likelihood in sequential latent
variable models with autoregressive normalizing flows across time, i.e. sequential autoregressive flows.
At the observation level, the autoregressive flow acts as a moving frame of reference, as shown in
Figure 5b, removing simple temporal dependencies and allowing the latent variable model to focus
on modeling more complex spatiotemporal structure. In practice, this involves extracting a low-level
temporal prediction error (as in Eq. 20), then modeling this error using the latent variable model.
This technique has been successfully applied to video compression [Yang et al., 2020], as well as
parameterizing temporal dependencies in reinforcement learning policies [Guerra and Marino, 2020],
serving as a form of feedforward control.

5 Connections

We now connect two recent machine learning techniques, iterative amortized inference [Marino et al.,
2018b] and sequential autoregressive flows [Marino et al., 2020a], to their origins in predictive coding.

5.1 Iterative Amortization

Iterative amortized inference [Marino et al., 2018b] (Figures 9a & 10c) was inspired by the inference
scheme proposed by Rao and Ballard [1999] and Friston [2005]. In these early formulations of
hierarchical predictive coding, approximate inference is performed using gradient-based optimization
of a point estimate of the latent variables. These works made it clear that prediction (or reconstruction)
errors drive both inference and learning optimization, and this procedure can be readily extended to
sequential settings [Friston, 2008b]. However, such procedures typically assume that the inference
gradients, supplied by forward connections, can be easily calculated, but the weights of these forward
connections are, in fact, the Jacobian of the backward connections [Rao and Ballard, 1999] (Section 3).
This is an example of the weight transport problem [Grossberg, 1987], i.e. the weights of one set of
connections (forward) depends on the weights from another set of connections (backward). This is
generally regarded as not being biologically-plausible.

Amortization [Dayan et al., 1995] provides a simple solution to this problem: learn to perform
inference optimization. That is, rather than transporting the generative weights to the inference
connections, amortization learns a separate set of inference weights, potentially using similar local
learning rules [Bengio, 2014, Lee et al., 2015]. Thus, despite criticism from Friston [2018], amortization
may offer a more biologically-plausible account of inference. Further, as demonstrated in Marino et al.
[2018b,a, 2020b], by using non-linear functions, amortization is capable of automatically adjusting
update step sizes, yielding accurate estimates with exceedingly few inference iterations. These
substantial benefits in computational efficiency provide another argument for amortization over the
gradient-based schemes often employed in predictive coding.

Iterative amortization is an example of the more general concept of negative feedback. As noted
earlier, negative feedback was the core concept of cybernetics, which went on to inspire predictive
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(a) Iterative Amortized Inference

13

(b) Sequential Autoregressive Flows

Figure 9: Connections. Computation graphs illustrating (a) iterative amortized inference (applied
across time steps [Marino et al., 2018a]) and (b) sequential autoregressive flows. Iterative amortized
inference learns to update approximate posterior estimates using prediction errors or gradients.
Sequential autoregressive flows learn to perform temporal normalization, simplifying dynamics
modeling. Here, dashed arrows between gray circles denote the “inference” (normalizing) direction of
the normalizing flow. Iterative amortization and sequential autoregressive flows were inspired by
hierarchical and spatiotemporal predictive coding, respectively.

coding. While hierarchical predictive coding has largely focused on perceptual inference in cortex,
the principles of negative feedback appear to apply more broadly to neural systems. Indeed, even
at the outset of cybernetics, it was clear that cerebellum plays a central role in negative feedback
control [Wiener, 1948]. From more recent studies of cerebellum and other cerebellum-like structures
[Ito, 1998, Bell, 2001, Kennedy et al., 2014], we are beginning to understand how such circuits
correct sensorimotor prediction errors. One prominent example is given by the Purkinje cells of
the cerebellum, which appear to take in error signals as inputs and output motor corrections. This
follows the general paradigm of iterative amortization, mapping errors to updates. Casting these
neural circuits in terms of amortization, i.e. learned negative feedback, may provide insights into how
such error-correcting mechanisms are learned from experience.

5.2 Sequential Autoregressive Flows

The technique of sequential autoregressive flows [Marino et al., 2020a] (Figure 9b) was, in part,
inspired by the temporal normalization schemes from Srinivasan et al. [1982] and Dong and Atick
[1995], which are thought to occur in retina and first-order relays of thalamus. Unlike these earlier
works, which were limited to linear functions of previous inputs, sequential autoregressive flows can
utilize non-linear functions to parameterize the normalizing affine transform. Likewise, because these
feedforward transforms are learned using the prediction errors on the normalized variables, they can
adapt to meet the demands or limitations of higher-level models.

A related technique is that of generalized coordinates [Friston, 2008a], decomposing a sequence
into its temporal derivatives. Friston has suggested that this may be a general modeling technique
employed by neural circuits. As we have seen, a simplified version of sequential autoregressive flows,
using the previous variable as the affine shift, extracts an approximation of temporal derivatives.
Thus, given a short enough time step, ∆t = t1−t0, sequential autoregressive flows provide a technique
for automatically learning an approximation of generalized coordinates.

The same technique can be applied to control [Guerra and Marino, 2020], serving as a low-level
dynamical policy, i.e. a dynamical motor basis for control. While early sensory processing and motor
processing are often considered separately, we see that spatiotemporal dependencies are central to
both areas. Normalization (and its inverse) plays a singular role in both cases, simplifying estimation
for upstream models. If normalization is truly a canonical neural computation [Carandini and
Heeger, 2012], then similar temporal normalization operations may parameterize dynamics estimation
throughout cortex, operating in conjunction with spatial normalization. This was demonstrated
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(c) VAE (Iterative)

Figure 10: Hierarchical Predictive Coding & VAEs. Computation diagrams for (a) hierarchical
predictive coding [Rao and Ballard, 1999], (b) VAE with direct amortized inference [Kingma and
Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014], and (c) VAE with iterative amortized inference [Marino et al.,
2018b]. Jᵀ denotes the transposed Jacobian matrix of the generative model’s conditional likelihood.
Red dotted lines denote gradients, and black dashed lines denote amortized inference. Hierarchical
predictive coding and VAEs are highly similar in both their model formulation and inference approach.

in Marino et al. [2020a], where a modified VideoFlow model [Kumar et al., 2020] utilized spatial
normalization within time steps and temporal normalization across time steps, demonstrating the
utility of these complementary procedures.

Marino et al. [2020a] exclusively investigated normalizing flows with affine transforms [Dinh et al.,
2017], due to their simplicity and their similarity to proposed neural computations. Given their
connection with Gaussian densities and Gaussianization [Chen and Gopinath, 2001] (normal ization is,
ultimately, the process of converting a data distribution into a standard Normal (Gaussian) density),
transforms of this form are prominent in the statistics literature [Friedman, 1987, Kessy et al.,
2018]. However, the change of variables formula readily applies to all invertible transforms, including
non-affine transforms. This more general perspective, afforded by normalizing flows, offers a method
toward improving spatiotemporal normalization in current models. Similarly, it suggests that neural
circuits may implement multiple computational forms of normalization transforms, ranging from
simple, affine or constant transforms to more complex, non-affine transforms [Durkan et al., 2019].
These may rely on computational mechanisms within individual neurons as well as spatiotemporal
interactions between neurons.

6 Correspondences

Having drawn connections between recent machine learning approaches and their inspirations in
predictive coding, we can now traverse this bridge from machine learning, through predictive coding,
to neuroscience. In this section, we identify correspondences implied by this bridge. In particular, we
explore the consequences of two implied correspondences: 1) pyramidal neurons and deep networks
and 2) lateral inhibition and normalizing flows. These correspondences should be interpreted at
a functional level, potentially shedding new light on the computational and learning mechanisms
employed in biological neural circuits. In some aspects, these correspondences offer a departure from
the current paradigm, providing an alternative approach toward connecting these areas.

Hierarchical predictive coding and deep latent variable models, particularly variational autoen-
coders (VAEs) [Kingma and Welling, 2014, Rezende et al., 2014], are highly related in both their
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model formulations and inference approaches (Figure 10). Specifically,

• Model Formulation: Both areas focus on hierarchical latent Gaussian models with non-
linear dependencies between latent levels, as well as dependencies within levels via covariance
matrices (predictive coding) or normalizing flows (VAEs). Note that a covariance matrix is
computationally equivalent to an affine normalizing flow with linear dependencies [Kingma
et al., 2016].

• Inference: Both areas use variational inference, often with Gaussian approximate posteriors.
While predictive coding employs gradient-based optimization and VAEs employ amortized
optimization, these are just different design choices in solving the same inference optimization
problem.

While previous works within predictive coding and deep latent variable models have explored distinct
design choices, e.g. in parameterizing dynamics, the two areas share a common mathematical
foundation, inherited from cybernetics and descendant areas.

With this connection explicitly established, we can now identify the biological correspondences
implied by the connection from VAEs to predictive coding to neuroscience. Looking at Table 1,
we see that top-down and bottom-up cortical projections, each mediated by pyramidal neurons,
respectively parameterize the generative model and inference updates. Mapping this onto VAEs implies
that deep (artificial) neural networks are in correspondence with pyramidal neuron
dendrites (Figure 11). This analogy is not perfect, as each output dimension of a deep network
shares parameters with the other outputs through previous layers. In this regard, the analogy to
pyramidal dendrites in cortex would specifically imply a separate deep network per variable in a
VAE. Or, conversely, a deep network corresponds to a collection of pyramidal dendrites operating
in parallel. Lateral interneurons, which parameterize the inverse covariance matrices
at each latent level in predictive coding, map onto normalizing flows. As mentioned
above, normalizing flows are a non-linear generalization of linear covariance matrices, suggesting
the possibility of non-linear normalization computations in cortex and elsewhere. We note that
normalizing flows are also implemented using deep networks, however, the effect that they have on
the core probabilistic computation tends to be restricted and simple (e.g. affine) to ensure tractability.
These correspondences are obviously quite coarse-grained, and many details are left to be filled-in.
However, they may provide a useful starting point for shifting the current analogies between machine
learning and neuroscience. Below, we explore some of the consequences of these correspondences.

6.1 Pyramidal Neurons & Deep Networks

Non-linear Dendritic Computation Placing deep networks in correspondence with pyramidal
dendrites departs from the traditional one-to-one correspondence of biological and artificial neurons
[McCulloch and Pitts, 1943]. This suggests that (some) individual biological neurons may be
better computationally described as non-linear functions. Evidence from neuroscience supports this
analogy. Early work in simulations proposed that individual pyramidal neurons, through dendritic
processing, could operate as multi-layer artificial networks [Zador et al., 1992, Mel, 1992]. This was
later supported by empirical findings that hippocampal pyramidal dendrites act as computational
‘subunits,’ yielding the equivalent of a two-layer artificial network [Poirazi et al., 2003, Polsky et al.,
2004]. More recently, Gidon et al. [2020] demonstrated that individual L2/3 pyramidal neurons are
capable of computing the XOR operation, known for requiring non-linear processing [Minsky and
Papert, 1969]. Likewise, Jones and Kording [2020] recently demonstrated a non-linear dendritic
model capable of performing classification tasks, and Beniaguev et al. [2020] demonstrated that
multi-layer spatiotemporal convolutional networks are required to accurately model L5 pyramidal
neurons. This potential functional correspondence between deep networks and pyramidal dendrites
posits a substantial role for dendritic computation [London and Häusser, 2005], moving beyond
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Figure 11: Pyramidal Neurons & Deep Networks. Connecting deep latent variable models with
predictive coding places deep networks (bottom) in correspondence with the dendrites of pyramidal
neurons (top). This is in contrast with conventional one-to-one analogies of biological and artificial
neurons, suggesting a larger role for non-linear dendritic computation and alternative correspondences
for backpropagation.

the overly simplistic comparison of biological and artificial neurons. Further, rather than assuming
every neuron is equivalent, i.e. linear summation with non-linearity, separate classes of neurons
would represent distinct function classes, likely derived from their morphology. This places a greater
emphasis on understanding the particular intricacies of neural circuits, rather than assuming a
uniform network of identical computational elements.

Amortization It is feasible that similar hardware and mechanisms underlying generative predic-
tions could also perform inference updating, i.e. amortization. This is the insight of deep latent
variable models: deep networks can parameterize conditional probabilities in both directions. The
computational components are identical, with different inputs and output targets. Building off of
the correspondence of pyramidal dendrites and deep networks, in cortex, we see particular classes of
pyramidal neurons with separate apical and basal dendrites. These segregated dendritic compart-
ments selectively take inputs from top-down and bottom-up pathways respectively [Bekkers, 2011,
Guergiuev et al., 2016, Richards], thought to perform separate computations. These pyramidal neu-
rons could implement a form of iterative amortized inference model [Marino et al., 2018b], separately
processing top-down and bottom-up error signals to update inference estimates (Figure 12). This
agrees with the conjecture from predictive coding that separate neurons in the forward pathway
perform inference updating. Amortization also resolves the weight-transport issue from predictive
coding, as separate inference weights are learned. While some empirical evidence appears to support
amortization [Yildirim et al., 2015, Dasgupta et al., 2018], we note that Friston [2018] remains
skeptical of its biological-plausibility. Further experiments, particularly at the cortical circuit level,
are needed to resolve this question. For instance, amortization would require some form of stochastic
gradient estimation, e.g. reparameterization gradients [Kingma and Welling, 2014]. Although all of
the necessary error signals are local to the amortized optimizer, the details remain unclear.
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Figure 12: Pyramidal Neurons & Amortization. In predictive coding, inference updating is
implemented using forward pyramidal neurons in cortex, taking prediction errors as input. In deep
latent variable models, iterative amortized inference plays a similar role, continuing the analogy of
pyramidal neurons and deep networks. Interestingly, this suggests a separation of processing in apical
(upper) and basal (lower) dendrites, incorporating errors from the current and lower level.

Neural Oscillations Oscillations are a common feature of neural circuits, giving rise to various
frequency bands in the local field potential (LFP). These frequencies are thought to arise from the
synchronous activity of populations of neurons, such as recurrent activity in hippocampus resulting in
the theta frequency band (4–10 Hz). Bastos et al. [2015] identify distinct frequency bands associated
with forward (gamma, 30–80 Hz) and backward (beta, 10–30 Hz) activity in neocortex. Likewise,
Walsh et al. [2020], reviewing the literature, note that violations of expectations, i.e. large prediction
errors, are associated with increased gamma amplitude, whereas beta amplitude tends to increase in
preparation for a predicted stimulus [Fujioka et al., 2009]. In agreement with hierarchical predictive
coding, this supports the conjecture that backward projections convey predictions, while forward
projections perform inference updating using prediction errors. If we consider the gamma and beta
frequency bands as distinct network-wide “clock rates” associated with inference and dynamics
estimation, respectively, this suggests that cortex performs anywhere from 1–8 inference iterations per
time step. Each time step would constitute 30–100 ms. As seen with amortized variational filtering
[Marino et al., 2018a], as well iterative amortized policy optimization [Marino et al., 2020b], even
with a single inference iteration per time step, amortization can yield reasonably accurate inference
estimates. Note that direct amortization [Dayan et al., 1995] would suggest that these frequencies
should be identical, in disagreement with empirical observations. Gradient-based optimization, in
contrast, as suggested and employed by Rao and Ballard [1999] and Friston [2005], may not be
sufficient to provide accurate inference estimates with so few iterations. This may provide further
support for the claim that forward pyramidal neurons in cortex implement a form of iterative
amortized inference.

Backpropagation Training deep networks at scale appears to require gradient-based parameter
optimization, i.e. backpropagation [Werbos, 1974, Rumelhart et al., 1986]. However, the biological
plausibility of backpropagation remains an open question [Lillicrap et al., 2020]. Critics argue that
backpropagation requires non-local learning signals and other techniques [Grossberg, 1987, Crick,
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Figure 13: Backpropagation. Placing deep networks in correspondence with pyramidal neuron
dendrites suggests an alternative perspective on the biological-plausibility of backpropagation. In deep
latent variable models, backpropagation is only performed across variables that are directly connected
through a conditional probability (left). From the perspective presented here, this corresponds to
learning within pyramidal neurons. One possible implementation may be through backpropagating
action potentials, perhaps combined with other neuromodulatory inputs (right).

1989], whereas the brain relies largely on local learning rules [Hebb, 1949, Markram et al., 1997, Bi
and Poo, 1998]. A number of “biologically-plausible” formulations of backpropagation have been
proposed [Stork, 1989, Körding and König, 2001, Xie and Seung, 2003, Hinton, 2007, Lillicrap et al.,
2016], attempting to reconcile this disparity and others. Yet, consensus is still lacking regarding the
biological implementations of these proposed techniques. From another perspective, the apparent
biological implausibility of backpropagation may instead be the result of incorrectly assuming a
one-to-one correspondence between biological and artificial neurons.

If deep networks are in correspondence with pyramidal dendrites, this suggests a different
perspective on the biological-plausibility of backpropagation. In hierarchical latent variable models,
prediction errors at each level of the latent hierarchy provide a local learning signal [Friston, 2005,
Bengio, 2014, Lee et al., 2015, Whittington and Bogacz, 2017]. Thus, the global objective is
decomposed into local errors, with learning within each latent level performed through gradient-based
optimization. This is exemplified by deep latent variable models, which utilize backpropagation within
each latent level, but not (necessarily) across latent levels. Again, considering the correspondence
of pyramidal dendrites and deep networks, this suggests that learning within pyramidal neurons
may be more analogous to backpropagation (Figure 13). Not surprisingly, one possible candidate is
backpropagating action potentials [Stuart and Sakmann, 1994, Williams and Stuart, 2000]. These
occur in the dendrites of pyramidal neurons, actively propagating a signal of neural activity back
to synaptic inputs [Stuart et al., 1997, Brunner and Szabadics, 2016]. This results in the location-
dependent influx of calcium, leading to a variety of synaptic changes throughout the dendritic tree
[Johenning et al., 2015]. Indeed, Schiess et al. [2016] recently investigated a computational model of
gradient backpropagation within dendritic trees. While many details remain unclear, this overall
perspective of backpropagation within neurons, rather than across networks of neurons, offers a more
biologically-plausible alternative; all signals are local to the pyramidal neurons/dendrites within
the cortical circuit. Given the proposed theoretical role and empirical observations, this possible
correspondence between backpropagation and backpropagating action potentials warrants further
investigation.
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6.2 Lateral Inhibition & Normalizing Flows

Sensory Input Normalization Sensory stimuli are highly redundant in both space and time.
Examples include luminance at neighboring photoreceptors or pressure on adjacent mechanoreceptors,
each of which tend to persist over time intervals. One of the key computational roles of early sensory
areas, e.g. retina, appears to be in reducing these redundancies through normalization. In retina,
such normalization operations are carried out through lateral inhibition via horizontal and amacrine
cells. As a result, the transmitted output signals are less correlated [Graham et al., 2006, Pitkow
and Meister, 2012]. As discussed in this paper and elsewhere, normalization and prediction are
inseparable, i.e. one must form a prediction in order to normalize. Accordingly, previous works have
framed early sensory processing in terms of (spatiotemporal) predictive coding [Srinivasan et al., 1982,
Hosoya et al., 2005, Palmer et al., 2015]. This is often motivated in terms of increased sensitivity
or efficiency [Srinivasan et al., 1982, Atick and Redlich, 1990] due to redundancy reduction [Barlow
et al., 1961, 1989], i.e. compression.

If we consider cortex as a hierarchical latent variable model of sensory inputs, then early sensory
areas are implicated in parameterizing the conditional likelihood. The ubiquity of normalization
operations in early sensory areas is suggestive of normalization in a flow-based model. That is,
early sensory areas may implement the “inference” direction of a flow-based conditional likelihood
[Agrawal and Dukkipati, 2016, Winkler et al., 2019]. This would create a learned, normalized space
in which cortex makes predictions. In addition to the sensitivity and efficiency arguments above,
this could simplify downstream generative modeling and improve generalization, as demonstrated in
Marino et al. [2020a]. Interestingly, Rao and Ballard [1999] employ a similar whitening scheme on
image inputs, presumably to imitate retina. Normalizing flows offers a generalization of this idea to
non-affine parameterizations and multiple stages of normalization. Further, framing early sensory
areas in terms of normalizing flows connects these computations conceptually with the rest of the
cortical generative model, i.e. truly evaluating the data-level predictions of cortex would require
inverting the normalization of early sensory areas. While normalizing flows may not provide a perfect
description of early sensory processing (e.g. these operations may not be completely invertible), this
framework may help to unify many disparate input normalization circuits.

Normalization in Thalamus & Cortex Normalization is also thought to be a key aspect of
first-order relays in thalamus, such as the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Dong and Atick [1995]
proposed that inhibition across time in LGN could provide a mechanism for temporally decorrelating
the input from retina, with some supporting evidence provided by Dan et al. [1996]. Again, this
can be considered as a form of temporal predictive coding [Srinivasan et al., 1982], removing easily
predictable temporal information. Following the interpretation above, normalization in thalamus may
provide a second stage of normalizing flow, further removing redundancy. In Marino et al. [2020a], we
implemented this general technique using autoregressive flows in deep latent variable models. There,
we saw that low-level temporal normalization removes static backgrounds, improving modeling and
generalization. Further work is needed to assess the functional form (affine/non-affine) and types of
dependencies (linear/non-linear) implemented in first-order thalamic relays, though suggestions are
given by Dong and Atick [1995].

Normalization, via local lateral inhibition, is also found throughout cortex [King et al., 2013].
Friston [2005] suggested that lateral inhibition plays the computational role of inverse covariance
(precision) matrices, modeling dependencies between dimensions within the same latent level of the
hierarchy. This corresponds to parameterizing approximate posteriors [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015,
Kingma et al., 2016] and/or conditional priors [Huang et al., 2017] with affine normalizing flows
with linear dependencies.1 Again, note that normalizing flows offers a more general mathematical
framework for describing these normalization computations. Further, predictive coding often assumes

1Specifically, Friston’s proposal corresponds to ZCA whitening [Friston, 2005], whereas those within machine
learning have explored Cholesky whitening [Kingma et al., 2016].
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<latexit sha1_base64="txQdsmSwoi1hWIuSfzTdtrJIzXU=">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</latexit>

thalamus (LGN)
<latexit sha1_base64="yboAjfk3ClaA8yWc8vSPSAm/nbs=">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</latexit>

temporal
<latexit sha1_base64="LDkDIwYFXPUPk9B1QHw2GcGAaK8=">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</latexit>

normalization
<latexit sha1_base64="OdVnGcyPaciL0UTXCb25xUqGVJA=">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</latexit>

error
<latexit sha1_base64="AsLpb2cB66GdGus9IYFgZ2+JyIU=">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</latexit> calculation

<latexit sha1_base64="yVTsLLZdcaXfvUNxxTLh4aMBzW0=">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</latexit>

&
<latexit sha1_base64="jpgwVaaoqN2XA3gRzY6ijcSfzts=">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</latexit>

cortex
<latexit sha1_base64="8BOcPOAGc9bvfisMD6dBL4IsDUc=">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</latexit>

error calculation
<latexit sha1_base64="mJJhZ0osDyKosWTLa+p8/zloWpk=">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</latexit>

inference
<latexit sha1_base64="xgO9wdw3QFH7Y6G0Duse4Qdor5Q=">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</latexit>

prediction,
<latexit sha1_base64="vVaZkpB0wXAkjSNsr7BOshRJnYU=">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</latexit>

&
<latexit sha1_base64="jpgwVaaoqN2XA3gRzY6ijcSfzts=">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</latexit>

Figure 14: Computational Schematic of the Visual Pathway. Interpreting the early visual
pathway from the perspective of a latent variable model, we can assign computational functions
to retina, LGN, and cortex. Retina and LGN are interpreted as implementing normalizing flows,
i.e. spatiotemporal predictive coding, reducing spatial and temporal redundancy in the visual input.
This is shown as dashed arrows between gray circles. LGN also serves as the lowest level for
hierarchical predictions, which are computed through backward connections from cortex. Using
prediction errors throughout the hierarchy, forward cortical connections update latent estimates.

that these dependencies are modeled using symmetric lateral weights [Friston, 2005]. In contrast,
normalizing flows also permits non-symmetric schemes, e.g. using spatially autoregressive models
[Kingma et al., 2016] or ensembles of such models [Uria et al., 2014]. Interestingly, Vahdat and
Kautz [2020] recently applied normalizing flows in large-scale hierarchical latent variable models, but
restricted dependencies to local spatial patches for efficiency, perhaps more in-line with local lateral
inhibition in cortex. Marino et al. [2020a] also applied normalizing flows across time in hierarchical
models to assist in parameterizing dynamics, discussing connections to Friston’s notion of generalized
coordinates [Friston, 2008a]. Thus, multiple forms of spatial and temporal normalization may occur
within cortex, allowing cortical columns to add and remove dependencies across space and time.
Finally, multiple works within predictive coding have explored the use of prediction precision as a
form of attention [Spratling, 2008, Feldman and Friston, 2010]. Increasing the precision of predictions
modulates the gain of prediction errors in driving inference, leading to more precise inferred estimates.
This may prove to be a useful technique in machine learning. The overall computational scheme,
ignoring spatiotemporal normalization in cortex for simplicity, is shown in Figure 14.

Motor Dependencies Much like sensory input areas, there is a striking degree of low-level
interneuron circuitry in motor output areas. A canonical example is central pattern generator (CPG)
circuits, which, through local excitation and inhibition, give rise to coordinated muscle activation
[Marder and Bucher, 2001]. These circuits provide a basis of “motor primitives,” allowing muscle
activations to be carried out in a lower-dimensional manifold rather than the entire combinatorial
space. Given the anatomical similarity of these circuits with normalization circuitry in sensory areas,
as well as the close relationship between adding (generation) and removing (inference) dependencies
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normalize
<latexit sha1_base64="hGOs4RxcXljv6QdmumAedM2H5c8=">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</latexit>

un-normalize
<latexit sha1_base64="aWZnxFdnt/R05EceVoaYehJUkDk=">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</latexit>

Figure 15: Adding & Removing Dependencies with Normalizing Flows. Normalizing flows
provides a general mathematical framework for removing (left) or adding (right) probabilistic
dependencies. Using lateral interactions, one can move between a normalized (top) or un-normalized
(bottom) space. Normalized spaces have benefits for compression, whereas un-normalized spaces are
more expressive. Neural systems may employ these transforms for sensory and motor processing.

in normalizing flows, it is possible that such low-level motor circuits are implementing flow-based
distributions. Under this scheme, spinal circuits convert compressed, uncorrelated signals from
higher-level motor areas into correlated low-level muscle activation. Similar efficiency arguments
from sensory input areas [Atick and Redlich, 1990] are applicable to motor outputs, treating the
spinal cord as a communication channel. Further, spatiotemporal dependencies in muscle activation
may also improve the expressive capacity and generalization of motor routines. Indeed, multiple
works have investigated improving control policies with normalizing flows across motor dimensions
[Haarnoja et al., 2018, Tang and Agrawal, 2018, Ward et al., 2019], and Guerra and Marino [2020]
investigated incorporating flow-based motor dependencies across time. Consistent with this setup,
it has been empirically observed in neural systems that higher-level motor areas output transient
update signals, which are converted to lower-level motor trajectories [Shalit et al., 2012]. While
these findings are encouraging, more apparent benefits are likely to arise in high-dimensional action
spaces, where the curse of dimensionality [Chen and Gopinath, 2001] makes it essential to model
dependencies for effective exploration. For instance, current MuJoCo environments from OpenAI
gym [Todorov et al., 2012, Brockman et al., 2016] contain <20 action dimensions, whereas it has been
estimated that there are roughly 800 independent dimensions to human motor control [Powers, 1973].
Operating and learning efficiently in such large action spaces may require modeling spatiotemporal
dependencies through some form of hierarchical or flow-based decomposition.

7 Discussion

In this chapter, we connected the ideas presented in this thesis back to their origins in predictive
coding. The two core techniques developed in this thesis, iterative amortized inference and sequential
autoregressive flows, map onto aspects of hierarchical and spatiotemporal predictive coding, respec-
tively. By connecting these techniques back to predictive coding, we arrived at a variety of possible
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implied correspondences between machine learning and neuroscience. In particular,

• we identified the dendrites of pyramidal neurons as functionally analogous to (nonlinear) deep
networks, and

• we identified lateral inhibition as implementing normalizing flows.

Placing pyramidal neuron dendrites in correspondence with deep networks departs from the traditional
one-to-one analogy of biological and artificial neurons, raising a host of questions regarding dendritic
computation and learning via backpropagation. Likewise, normalizing flows offers a more general
framework for considering the normalization computations carried out by lateral inhibitory interactions
found within multiple brain regions. We are hopeful that connecting these areas will provide new
insights for both machine learning and neuroscience.

For practical reasons, we primarily focused on perception in discussing predictive coding and
the ideas in this paper. This is a result of the fact that predictive coding was initially developed
and studied in the context of generative models of sensory inputs [Srinivasan et al., 1982, Rao and
Ballard, 1999, Friston, 2005]. However, if the cortical microcircuit implements a general-purpose
modeling and inference algorithm, we should expect similar computations to be applicable to motor
and prefrontal cortices. Over the past decade, Friston and colleagues have developed a range of
exciting ideas, interpreting motor control as a process of proprioceptive prediction [Adams et al.,
2013] and prefrontal cortex as performing hierarchical goal inference [Pezzulo et al., 2018]. Such
ideas can be seen as modern extensions of early ideas in cybernetics [Wiener, 1948, MacKay, 1956,
Powers, 1973], using motor control to correct for discrepancies (errors) between desired and actual
outcomes. Indeed, as shown in Marino et al. [2020b], Guerra and Marino [2020], the same modeling
and inference techniques used for perception can be applied to control. Nevertheless, further work is
needed within machine learning to unify perception and control under a single formulation.
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